
1 Introduction
This report is intended to provide an overview of my main contributions to our Hyperloop Pod for
the "Hyperloop Pod Competition II". The main objective is to list the chronological sequence of
investigations, activities and results, which led to the final system ultimately built into the Pod.
Some content also refers to an updated version of the "Final Design Package" named "Internal
Review Paper" (IRP). My main fields of activities were in the following areas:

• Research on different systems of levitation including:

– Finding relevant papers
– Based on these papers finding ways to estimate efficiency and practicability of different

systems

• Testing and subsequent evaluation of magnetic forces caused by induction

• Optimization of magnetic levitation and braking system

• Simulating forces and torques between magnets inside a levitation pad

• Simulating proper shielding for the packaging of the magnet arrays

2 Fields of activities

2.1 Development - Research

The first step was to decide on a levitation system that is innovative on the one hand, on the
other contributes to the main objective of the competition, namely to achieve the highest possible
speed. In the first months the majority of my work focused on research about which system best
meets our requirements. Constrained by the structure of the SpaceX Hyperloop tube, air bearings,
a number of different types of Maglev system as well as even a wheeled option were taken into
consideration. (for details see IRP section "Levitation - Introduction/General Description") Based
on papers like "The Inductrack: A Simpler Approach to Magnetic Levitation" by Richard F. Post
and Dmitri D. Dyutov, numerical models were set up using Matlab in order to analyze the general
physics behind passive magnetic levitation systems.

2.2 Testing and analysis

After deciding on a "stationary" passive magnetic levitation system based on a Halbach array
configuration, my main work was focused on getting used to the advanced numerical simulation
software - Comsol Multiphysics. Before trying to make any assumptions based on results coming
from this software, an experiment was built up in order to match up testing and experimental
data. (for details see IRP section "Tests, Simulations and Results") After this, one could assume
that any other model coming from the same numerical environment will give practicable results.
The Comsol Multiphysics model as well as a part of the data is shown in figure 1 below.

(a) Comsol Multiphysics simulation:

Current density plot for circular hal-

bach array configuration.

(b) Measured and simulated drag

forces as a function of height, plotted

in one graph.

Figure 1: Comsol multiphysics model and height sweep plot of measured and simulated drag forces
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Comsol Multiphysics simulation: 
Current density plot for circular

halbach array configuration. 

The Transportation Vision of HyperPodX
The Hyperloop concept enables for a flexible, energy
efficient, and fast integrated transportation system. Our
passive magnetic levitation principle combined with
energy recuperation minimizes energy consumption
and losses due to friction. The HyperPodX stations
operate both for acceleration and deceleration a linear
induction motor. Thus self propelling devices are
superfluous and this reduces the mass of a Pod
substantially. Long-range routes include intermediate
acceleration sections to maintain high speed. A
technology platform is under development starting with
logistical applications aiming towards passenger
transportation. The logistics sector of our Hyperloop
network is an efficient and ecologically sustainable
technology providing significant time savings while
reducing conventional transportation routes congestion.

Fast, integrated, and energy efficient
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